
SIMONA® SmartTank –  
Rectangular and cylindrical tank computation 

Price list 

Full version incl. all packages €9,200.00 

when concluding service agreement + 1 dongle free (solo or network)

Project Manager included in standard offering 

Languages DE / EN / FR included in standard offering 

Network dongle available as option 

Full-version cylindrical tanks (includes all CT modules) €5,950.00 

Cylindrical tank: basic module €3,850.00 

Additional module cylindrical tank, earthquake €1,200.00 

Additional module cylindrical tank, wind and snow load €900.00 

Rectangular tank module €3,250.00 

Twin-wall sheet module (calculation of SIMONA® twin-wall sheet, 
3rd generation) 

included as standard when concluding a ser-
vice agreement 

Twin-wall sheet module (SmartTank already installed) on request 

Leasing model incl. service 
€400.00/month (min. contractual term 36 

months) 

Tiered pricing for multiple licenses 

Discount on each additional license purchased above 2 licenses  15% 

Discount on each additional license purchased above 5 licenses 40% 

further discounts by individual arrangement 

Trial version/shareware on request 

Service agreement (includes service, support and updates) per 
license 

15% of module purchase price per annum 

Your contact 
Lisa-Marie Schwieren 
Phone +49 (0) 67 52 14-993 
lisa-marie.schwieren@simona.de 

mailto:lisa-marie.schwieren@simona.de


 
 
Service contracts 
 
 
 
Billing period 
The billing period for a service contract is a full year, starting from the date on which the contract is concluded. 
Service contracts concluded at a later date for additional licenses are initially charged pro rata for the remaining 
period until the next due date for the service contract for the first license, and subsequently on a yearly basis to-
gether with the service contract for the first license. 
 
Contract amendments 
Contract amendments are possible at any time. Any cost adjustments that may be necessary are not effected until 
the next due date. 
 
Price adjustments 
LU-Engineering Software GmbH reserves the right to adjust prices as required. 
 
Contract termination 
The service contract may be terminated by either party without stating any reasons up to one month before the 
expiry of the contract term. Otherwise, the contract is automatically extended for another year. The minimum dura-
tion of the contract is one year. 
 
Additional provision 
The contractual services refer to the currently valid and the previous version of the main program. If there are 
more than two upgrade levels between the version you are using and the current version or if a newer version of 
the main program superseded the previous version more than two years ago, the Basic or Pro service contract will 
automatically change over to a hotline support-only contract without delivery of updates. The annual prices corre-
spond to the prices in the regular contracts. 
 
Partial invalidity 
Should any individual provisions of this contract be wholly or partially invalid, this fact shall not affect the validity 
of the remaining provisions. The parties agree that the invalid provision shall be replaced by an effective provision 
which is acceptable to both parties and which comes closest to the objectives intended by the invalid provision. 
We hereby point out that we store data necessary for the settlement of transactions. 
 
Updates and upgrades 
Updates are minor improvements and innovations within a program generation, for example going from version 
1.02.077 to 1.03.101. It should be pointed out that jumps are possible relating to an update. This means that it is 
not necessary in these cases to acquire all interim versions. Since the main programs are strongly linked to the 
additional modules, an update always relates to the entire program suite. With a service contract, you obtain the 
updates automatically via the homepage of LU-Engineering Software GmbH. 
 
Unlike updates, upgrades are program versions which have either been very extensively revised or completely re-
programmed. Jumps are not possible with upgrades. This means that Version 1.xx of a program cannot be directly 
updated to Version 3.xx if a Version 2.xx exists. All intermediate versions must be observed and acquired. A ser-
vice contract entitles you to preferential upgrade terms. 
 
As a service contract customer, you have absolute priority over non-service contract customers with regard to the 
handling of your enquiries.  You also receive unrestricted access to the updates provided online, so your product is 
always guaranteed to be state of the art. 
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